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Dear Parents, 

We trust you all enjoyed the summer vacation and we welcome all our 
students back to SIS. This month’s theme was Space. Through song, rhymes, art 
and craft, hands-on activities and play, our students learn more and more each day. 
The rainy weather has meant a lot more inside time this month but we did enjoy a few outdoor morning play 
sessions and some time in the PE room.  

English Language Arts (ELA)
Yellow  Group:  We have kept on working on initial/beginning phonics sounds adding more unknown words 
like  neptune, saturn, moon etc. Students are correctly identifying letters but not yet writing out first missing 
letters.  We'll try to start working on that in September. Being able to identify initial sounds helps students to 
build their reading and writing skills.
Red Group: We have continued with the series of high-frequency word books we are reading. We have also 
done a lot of work with consonant blends, for example; pl – sc – gl – tr etc. Red group has learned that the 
alphabet consists of vowels and consonants and they are blending the consonants confidently and reading 
these words with much greater fluency now. 

Theme Class
Both Apple and Cherry class have explored various elements of space. At first we familiarized ourselves with 
the tricky names of all the planets in our solar system and created a colourful poster of the planets. Then we 
moved on to exploring the concept of aliens and UFOs with great excitement and creativity. We talked about 
other life in space and students created their own idea of an alien which they described to their friends. We 
made a whizzing rocket and learned about astronauts who venture into deep space. After that we looked at 
the moon and the sun and what their roles are and why they are so important to us on Earth? We discussed 
why Earth has day and night and why the moon changes shape. 

Next month's theme will be Safari, we will explore animals from Africa and 
their habitats. September is going to be another fun-filed month at SIS Kindergarten. ☺

SIS Kindergarten 
Friday Fun Day

“Time spent playing with children 
is never wasted.” ~Dawn Lantero
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←Cherry Class
Math Center

Cherry Class Math Center -
Counting and comparing alien 
eyes to  learn the concepts of 

more, less and same

Cherry Class Shape and Pattern 
Center - Building spatial 

awareness and encouraging 
creativity

Apple Class -
Making and alien 
headband theme 

activity


